240z fuse box

Datsun z Fuse Box and cover. Condition is "Used". Purchased new from Nissan and then had
an issue with only ONE of the leads as seen in the photo. Overheated and melted one fuse as
this is a common problem as Zs age. I fixed the issue with my car and replaced this damaged
unit. Cover is in near perfect condition. Low reserve. Skip to main content. Add to Watchlist.
Bidding has ended on this item. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make
payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes,
brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms
and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Start of add to list layer. Add to Watchlist Add to
wish list. Sign in for more lists. Jan 30, PST. May not ship to Ukraine - Read item description or
contact seller for shipping options. See details. Seller's other items. Similar sponsored items.
Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Item specifics
Condition: Used. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:.
Condition: Used. Ended: Jan 30, PST. Shipping: May not ship to Ukraine - Read item description
or contact seller for shipping options. Seller: beaglehound 39 Seller's other items. The Z was a
landmark vehicle when it was new. The styling was a real break for a Japanese manufacturer,
and there were so many details that they got right: independent rear suspension, overhead cam
engine, light weight, right price. The thing you want to watch for on all of them is rust. It retains
a lot of moisture and the cowl rots from the inside out. Other rust-prone areas are in front of
rear wheels and the horizontal area where the hatch closes. The engines are virtually
bulletproof. The blocks are very sturdy, and so are the crankshafts. Listen for whining noises
from the differential gear carrier. Getting that tooth-pattern interface is critical if you change
rear-end gears from the stock 3. The lash pads are in the valve spring retainers. It will
sometimes cause the fuse box to overheat and melt. If you see distortion or melting in the
bottom of the fuse box, replace the fuse box immediately. The hardest parts to find right now
are probably things like front fenders and hoods. The good news is there are a lot of parts cars
out there. All other mechanical and interior parts are being reproduced, and more and more
come out on the market every year. They came with a Hitachi, which looks like an SU but is not
the same as on earlier cars. Swapping to an SU will improve performance. Popular
upgradesâ€”exhaust, headers and a hot camshaftâ€”yield a real good return. With the SU-type
carburetors, changing the mixture is a simple job. A word of caution, though: Everything needs
to work together and in balance. One of the first things people did years ago is put triple Webers
on them. A lot of folks were disappointed if that was the only modification they made: It
increased the ability to take in air and fuel, but did nothing to take it out. There are all sorts of
bushing upgrades, anti-roll bar packages, strut bars and so onâ€”lots to drastically improve the
handling. You still see plenty of Z-cars doing all kinds of autocross and vintage racing because
they do so well. Most people tend to do springs first, but the two biggest changes you can make
are shocks and tires. The sweet spot for the Z is the for a lot of reasons. Its B-series
transmission is stronger. The wheelbase is slightly longer thanks to a relocated differential,
which improves the ride over earlier vehicles. It also has a more powerful alternator. Any one of
those four years in great shape is a worthwhile investment: Their values are only increasing.
That makes it a very significant vehicle. The cars that seem to get ignored are the Z and even
the Z. There were a lot of improvements in the later cars. You can do all the same upgrades as
you can to a Z, but the cars themselves are often half the price. The Bosch L-Jetronic system is
not that hard to keep in tune, and it runs great. Remember not to chase the problem by
exchanging parts, but by doing the proper testing like the factory manual recommends. You'll
need to log in to post. Log in. Login Digital Edition Buy a Subscription. Tech Tips: Datsun Z.
Buying and Ownership The thing you want to watch for on all of them is rust. Join Free Join our
community to easily find more Datsun articles. Join Free. Tech Tips: Datsun Bluebirds Fly.
Vintage Views: Datsun Roadster. More like this Tech Tips: Datsun Try Our Other Magazine. Get
our newsletter Sign up. Follow us on. All rights reserved. Site by Rise. By Magnet , February 1,
in Electrical systems. All 's have their fuse box at the console; only 's have it mounted on the
right kick panel. Where you have pictured, all the looms ie rear, engine compartment and dash
all connect there. There should be all matching plugs if your loom is complete. All Z fuse boxes
are hard wired. Same for the Zs i think. The plugs in your picture are for relays. Do you have a
haynes repair manual? Has someone unplugged anything? Ok i get it, he simply ran the wires to
the wrong area. Smell that noob freshness. Those plugs look exactly like what im going through
now. I believe those plugs are for relays that mount to the kick panel. There are no relays there
from factory, only if someone has modified it. You do have the flasher can for the indicators but.
You do have the horn relay over on the LHS. I haven't connected the flasher can, might be other
connections that become available if route it a different way, just quickly assumed something
was missing by the look of those plugs. Are all three of the wiring looms there for each part of

the car? With all those looms in place, you shouldn't have any spare plugs. There should be a
couple for like the door switch, flasher cans etc. They are relays. These are the actual ones i
have in my car. I had the 2 exact plugs un-accounted for aswell as one 4 pin and one 6 pin
female plug. Now both of the left over plugs and spade connected fitted perfectly to these
relays. I think the spade connectors are for horn relay and the 6 pin for ignition relay.. I'll track
down those relays and hopefully that uses up most of those plugs. I think those two spade
fitting are for the door switch? Is one male and the other female? Sounds like it's time for you to
download the factory service manual, and start tracing, matching up wires as compared to the
wiring diagram. You can post now and register later. If you have an account, sign in now to post
with your account. Note: Your post will require moderator approval before it will be visible.
Paste as plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear editor.
Upload or insert images from URL. Reply to this topic Start new topic. Recommended Posts.
Magnet 0 Posted February 1, Posted February 1, Having a hard time finding a fuse box with the
right plugs. Is there another box I can use? Where can I get one? Link to post Share on other
sites. It appears to be mounted at your right knee, just assuming these plugs are for the fuse
box? Scoota G 29 Posted February 1, And here i was thinking that the Z's have there fuse box
mounted in the console. Retro Z 79 Posted February 1, Posted February 2, Retro Z 79 Posted
February 2, Mine has this. And is a 73 z. Magnet 0 Posted February 2, Dimitri helped with my
wiring and im sure he can vouch for me. Magnet 0 Posted February 3, Posted February 3,
Posted February 5, The spade connectors should be for the turn signal flasher. Join the
conversation You can post now and register later. Reply to this topic Insert image from URL.
Followers 0. Go to topic listing. Sign In Sign Up. By joelnaf , May 21, in S30 Series - z, z, z. Ive
had my for almost 2 years now and I have numerous electrical problems. The fuse box heats up
to the point it melts. The wiring under the dash does the same. The more i tear into the wiring
the more crazy it becomes. The Harness is real piece of art. Thousands of different color and
gage wire, Millions of random connections and plugs that go no where. At this point i don't think
there is any point in trying to save it. The problem i am having is trying to find a new harness. Is
there a company that makes a complete harness for the , or do i have to use the universal kit?
You and i are in the same boat man. I was planning on using a universal painless 12 circuit. I
was not planning on using amy of the stock switches, but im sure you could wire it up with
them if you had the patience. As far as one made for the car, ive been looking but have had very
little luck finding anything.. I think its either used, tuning shop, or DIY for the harness. You
might try Eric for a used harness in good condition. He seems to have a ton of Z stuff, nice guy
to boot. Most people use the Painless kit which has been written up extensively here. There is a
thread that explains how to connect the Painless kit to the combination switch. There are also
write-ups on other kits as well. I have never heard of an after market stock wiring kit so Painless
or other brand kit is the way to go. There are a number of good write-ups on the ClassicZ
website too. I have a Z also and have to do something with the wiring. The weaknesses in the
wiring are the mechanical connections and the switches. Nissan routed heavy electrical current
through the steering stalk switches for the headlights and running lights. The headlights have
two fuses. One for the left headlight and one for the right headlight. The bad thing about it is the
heavy electrical current for the headlights runs through the switches on the stalks on the
steering column. Then have Dave on classiczcars. Also replace the running and turn signal
bulbs with LED replacements from Superbrightleds. They may be expensive but should last
much longer than incandescent bulbs. Additionally, I found BAD single contact male and female
connections in the harness on the cabin side near the firewall by pealing back the wrapping on
the harness. Then cut off the blade type connectors, stripped the wire, slipped on heat shrink
tubing, twisted them together and soldered them with Rosin Core solder and then slid the heat
shrink over the connection and shrunk them with a heat gun from Harbor Freight. The other
area that may need attention is the underside of the fuse panel. Perhaps some soldering will
reinforce or strengthen connection there also. All the above is easier than replacing all the
harnesses. Just some suggestions. Dave also makes and markets a plug and play headlight
relay harness. He sells it directly see vendor section or you can get it at MSA. The harness takes
about 20 minutes to install, takes the load off of the light switch and the lights are much
brighter. This place sells a universal kit that is alot cheaper than painless. I'll probably go this
route as soon as I get some other things first. I have been there and done that. Do not buy a
prewired universal kit. Get the wire fuse box seporate. This way you can get the correct length
of wire were it needs to go with out splicing. I bought the 18 circuit kit from painless. You don't
need that many circuits. I mounted the fuse pannel on the passenger side firewall. I used the
original connectors. I will send some photos this weekend. Also go to ebay and get the color
wire diagram 11X17 cant tell you how much that helped. My Z has been on the road for 3 years
with no electrical problems. I also converted to single wire alternator. This was the first time I

have ever wired a car. So if you know a little about wiring it can be done. I am faced with fixing
up the wiring on my 71 Z. After studying the wiring diagrams the fixup solution is not all that
bad. Purchased a separate fuse panel which will be positioned where the original is but has a
better capacity. Also want to update running and turn signal lamps to LED types and the turn
signal and emergency flasher need to be replaced with modern types to handle the LED bulbs.
Designed a rewire of the headlight circuits to add relays to take the heavy current off the stalk
switches which fixes the design deficiency of the original circuits. The same needs to be done
in the ignition key on circuit by adding another relay. Datsun switch is a grounding one. Same
with the wiper. Not sure about the LED I have stock on my You can post now and register later.
If you have an account, sign in now to post with your account. Paste as plain text instead. Only
75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert images from URL.
Reply to this topic Start new topic. Recommended Posts. Posted May 21, Thanks for the help!
Link to post Share on other sites. Fuzzydicerule 0 Posted May 21, Miles 50 Posted May 22,
Posted May 22, Posted May 23, Posted May 27, Join the conversation You can post now and
register later. Reply to this topic Insert image from URL. Followers 2. Go to topic listing. Sign In
Sign Up. This part has special Shipping or Return inforamation. Transit times vary based on
where the order is being shipped to and begin the day the order leaves our warehouse. Check
your emailed Sales Order confirmation to see the expected shipping time frame. Or feel free to
contact our office for more specific information. For parts with Cores, Core returns must be
returned within 60 days from receiving your order. Include a copy of your original sales order in
the box. Shipping of returns and core returns are the responsibility of the customer. Z Car
Source is not responsible for the shipping charges, lost packages, or any damage that is
incurred prior to us receiving the part. We strongly urge customers to package their returns
well, and ship them to us fully insured in a trackable manner. Returns will be refunded within 2
weeks of Z Car Source receiving your order, in the same method you paid for your order. What
does that mean for you? It means that you have the flexibility to find the part that works for your
Z, and your budget. With Nissan discontinuing early model Z parts daily, our huge selection of
original parts means that only Z Car Source can continue to provide you with all of the Z car
parts you need for the years to come. But rest assured, Z Car Source only offers parts that we
stand behind. With many cheap imitation or economy parts on the market with sub-standard
quality, we choose to only offer OEM and Aftermarket part options that we would trust on our
Restorations, and our own Z's. Quality parts many not always be the cheapest, but the value
you get from our parts is superior, and value is what our customers deserve. At Z Car Source,
our main focus is to provide you those quality products with excellent service. Our personal
attention and Z Car knowledge is unbeatable. We believe that a happy customer is a repeat
customer â€” so we work hard every day to earn your business over and over again. And we are
not just Z parts! Want to take your old Z and give it a new life? We do it all. And unlike other
shops out there, you can be sure that Z Car Source knows your Z inside and out, and stands
behind the excellent products and quality services we provide. On behalf of Z Car Source and
our entire staff, we say a huge thank you to all of our customers â€” present past and future. We
appreciate your business and look forward to providing you with all of your Z car parts for many
years to come. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best experience on our
site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your browser. The store will not work correctly in the case
when cookies are disabled. Fuse Box, Z, , Short Pigtail - used. Add to Cart. Add to Wish List Add
to Compare. Skip to the end of the images gallery. Skip to the beginning of the images gallery.
These years have a short pigtail. This is the fuse box unplugged from the harness - cover is not
included. Original Datsun Z Fuse Box. More Information. Two words â€” Quality and Service. We
found other products you might like! Subscribe Cancel. Why should you choose Z Car Source
for your Z's parts? Well I just got my 72 z running today and pretty happy but I am unsure as to
how the fuse box fuse's are setup. I dont have a book or a panel showing how they should be. I
checked all the ones there and some were blown and had a couple back up ones, put in place
but from what I can tell I know which one is my my gas meter fuse but unsure as to the rest. I
also do not have working headlamps or tail lights, did have working signals but seemed a fuse
had blown or broke when checking them. The fan motor and cig. Do you guys have a link to a
picture or a diagram showing how the fuse box is supposed to be setup. I'm not sure how legal
this is, but I got it from a web site offering about 20 different FREE service manuals. I can't
recall that link, so you can get it from my server. It's only about 40 megs. Took me about 20
minutes to download it. You should be able to get it from me in less than 5 minutes. I would be
interested in your download time. Are the 73's and 72's in wiring the same? Well I looked
through the sections that I thought the fuse's would be in body electrical, body and general
information but didnt see anything. I know there is one for a '72 available on the internet that
clearly shows the fusebox because I have it saved to my hard drive. Taking a picture of my fuse

box cover is on my list of things to do one of these days. My car didn't come with one when I
bought it, but I got lucky and found one in good nick on a '73 in a junkyard. I've got a picture
saved of a NOS fuse box with cover, but it's too low quality to make out the labels on the cover
though. Very nice, wish I had one Right now Im just happy to have gotten it turned over but it
needs carbs. We have a 73 z. That's my only experience with the Z Car. The web site offered a
few other service manuals for the Z, but all were for newer models. After breezing through this z
manual, it seems to cover all 's from 70 to Most service manuals do try to cover as many years
as they can until there is enough of a change that forces them to re-write. Our car is not stored
at my home, next time I go out to my brother's house probably this Saturday , I'll take a few
pictures. The dash and wiring are apart still and I can get some good shots. Our 73 is still stock
and in good order. We had to get a second motor for our We ended up with a 72 motor so we
were told by the seller. So far, we have found that there are some differences. The carbs, intake
manifolds, throttle linkages, and exhaust manifold are different. We couldn't just mix and match
at will. We had to use the linkage, intake manifolds and Round Tops as a set. Thank you for
going to check that out. It sounds like the "fed" cars EPA, are more fun For a car being so old
you still have to do testing or something that you had to do but now dont? Got the fuse box in
working order, thanx to those who helped. Steve if your harness is butchered, I have a non
molested one for you. It still has the plugs for the radio intact. Hey Arn, the harness seems fine,
only things not working ATM is the headlights I think they are blown cause they are pluged up
and BN fuse's and the clock doesnt work. Not sure why tho.. Do you have a fuse box cover by
any chance? It seems that you don't really need these pics any more, but I'll post them anyway.
Hover over the pics to see the file names. We have the dash and center console removed or out
of the car while we are fixing various old-age problems and setting up for the track. Our wiring
seems to be original and un-damaged. The switches and connections are all dirty. As we take
apart and re-connect the different connectors, the assortment of things start to work again.
Please note: The single white 20 gage wire is not factory nor going into the fuse box. We added
it for the electric fan and switch. We will put the under-dash and center console back together
when we feel we are done with all the little things. Very cool Sir, thank you for those pics
anyhow. I do not have a cover. Have you tried the high beams? Put a meter or test light at the
headlights? The combo switch could have issues, I may have a working one for you, from a Did
you actually ever see the clock work? Awsome Arn that would be cool. No, I havent checked at
the headlights them selfs, will do that tomorrow and let you know. And no, I never saw the clock
work, I suppose its a common issue? I changed my fuse block to the MSA one, and the cover
doesn't fit on it, so I've got my cover around here somewhere. If you're interested in it, then PM
me and we can work something out. Its off a ' Well, that's not what we started out to do, but in
the end, it seems we are. All we really wanted was a fun, affordable track-car with some
potential. The z seemed to fit that. I looked around until I found one in good shape. No rust, no
crash damage and no cheap mods to undo. Being 35 years old and having sat for 10 years
meant that all the rubber was shot. And there was an oil problem that burned up the cam. But
most of that seems to be sorted out now. Hopefully we can be on the track Jan 09 for the cars
virgin run. We hope the do a track event every 3 months while fixing and modifying between
events. For now, she is stock and street legal. Some track time will reveal her worst flaws so we
can work on those first. If there is no "worst problem", then suspension mods would be my
focal point before more horsepower. Can't take advantage of extra horsepower if the tires can't
hook-up in the turns. You can post now and register later. If you have an account, sign in now to
post with your account. Paste as plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link
instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert images from URL. Fuse question, box. Reply to this topic
Start new topic. Prev 1 2 Next Page 1 of 2. Recommended Posts. Posted December 31, Thanx in
advance, means alot. Link to post Share on other sites. Racer Z 10 Posted December 31, Thanx
for the help thus far. Are you referring to this website? Found it. Atlantic Z club has the one I
was referencing in edit 1. I expect the wiring to be the same. Very minimalist. Posted January
dvc 4 ohm dual voice coil wiring diagram
1993 mercury grand marquis ls
lexus 250is
3, ArnZ 10 Posted January 3, Posted January 4, Racer Z 10 Posted January 4, Probably the best
shot of 4. Please note the tab in the top center that goes in the notch of the box. The printing is
hard to read. Please note the wires exit the top near the notch. Looks factory still. The single
wire with in-line-fuse looping to the right of this shot is the electric fuel pump fuse. We replaced
the damaged fuse holder with a newer style. I think this was a last minute add-on at the factory
to add an electric fuel pump for the late model 73 z. The wires are routed into the center
console. The box mounts on the drive shaft tunnel where the center console meets the

under-dash just below the radio and is easily accessible. Posted January 5, ArnZ 10 Posted
January 5, Soundmasterg 10 Posted January 5, Racer Z 10 Posted January 7, Posted January 7,
Join the conversation You can post now and register later. Reply to this topic Insert image from
URL. Followers 4. Go to topic listing. Sign In Sign Up.

